
 

Welcome to Ms. Cassar’s Theater Class! 

 Theater I/II - Room # 235 and the Black Box Theater 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dear Students,  

I’m so excited to get to work with you on your theatrical interests this semester. I 

have always been very passionate about theater and teaching theater to students. In 

fact, I have been involved in the performing arts since I was in elementary school, and 

I have continued pursuing that dream throughout my life. So naturally, I am very 

passionate about teaching this class and helping students develop their own passion 

and talents for the theatrical arts.  

A few things about myself, I am a founding member of The Performing Arts Academy. 

This is an elite theatrical program that develops students’ abilities in the Dramatic 

Arts; this includes acting, music, vocal training, dancing, FX makeup, wiggery and 

technical theater. This is my eleventh year serving as the program’s Artistic Director, 

Choreographer, Wig and Make-Up Designer. This summer marked my fifteenth 

anniversary with the program.  

Some of my directing highlights include Hamlet, Romeo and Juliet, A Midsummer 

Night’s Dream, Treasure Island, Peter Pan, Cinderella, Anything Goes, Shrek, the 

Musical, and Beauty and the Beast. I am the choreographer and assistant director for 

CHS Voices: Chalmette High School’s Music Theatre and Vocal Arts Program and also 

serves as the Flight Choreographer for its Theatrical Flight Training Program 

affiliated with ZFX Flying Effects. In addition to my directing credits, I am a skilled 

actor and singer. I have been a part of the musical theater scene since I was in second 

grade at Lacoste Elementary. Some of my acting experiences include Wendy in The 

Performing Arts Academy’s first production of Peter Pan, Valencienne in The Merry 

Widow, Yvette in CHS Live’s Death on the Nile, Raphael in both the original and encore 

performances of A Night at the Inn by Tom Dugger, and in the starring role of Anna in 

The King and I.  

 



Overview  

  The purpose of this course is to increase students' understanding, appreciation, and 

critical perceptions of the different aspects of theatre. Throughout this semester, your 

instruction will focus on the introductory elements of theatrical practice, great artists 

throughout theatrical history, theatre's development as an art form, and on various acting 

strategies and methodologies.  

Participation in class is a large part of this course’s grade. ALL students must be 

comfortable individually speaking in front of the class.  This course is not for students who 

do not want to get up and moving in front of their peers. 

COURSE OBJECTIVES 

During this course you will learn to: 

-Describe the major components of a theatrical event 
-Describe the functions of the various theatre personnel 
-Define specific terms relating to the study of theatre 
-List and describe the parts of a play 
-Describe the different forms of drama 
-Read and write critiques on major plays 
-Describe characteristics of theatre in various periods of history 
-Participate in activities involving set design, directing, and acting 
-Write papers/ reflections on acting methodologies and critiques of plays that you read/ 
see during the semester 
-Perform various theatrical pieces in front of a small audience and/or the entire class 
-Perform various forms of literature utilizing the methods of characterization 
 

Class Expectations 

There are three expectations for all students in my class: that they should 
demonstrate positive, respectful and responsible behavior at all times.  

 Enter the classroom quietly ready to work on the bell ringer and sign in at 
the log in station 

 Bring all supplies daily; failure to have supplies will result in disciplinary 
consequences 

 Complete all assignments in a timely manner 
 Participate! 
 Respect your teacher, your peers, the classroom and yourself 
 If you have a need to leave the classroom, you must have an agenda 

There will be ten minutes during class time designated as SSR time.  Please have a 
novel with you every day in this class.   



Learning Choices 
 

When you choose to ignore these rules, this is the process I will use to help you get 
back on track (parents will be notified after the second step is ignored): 

1. Warning  
2. Conference at lunch and an explanation for behavior 
3. Conference over the phone with parent/ guardian 
4. After school detention and parent/student/teacher conference 
5. Referral 

 
 Rewards 
 Praise, praise and more praise 
 Positive notes home 
 Bonus “Quotes” (Points) 
 Homework Passes 
 Quiz Passes 
  
Supplies 

 Pencils, black or blue pens 
 1 ½ ’’ 3 ring binder  
 5 Dividers (Lesson Starters, Notes, Homework, Journal, Resources) 
 Loose-leaf paper 
 A pack of colored pencils 
 Personal Pencil Sharpener 
 Mr. Clean Erasers 

 
Grading: This is how your grade will be calculated: 
Category   Percentage of Average 

Tests    45% 

Participation   20% 

Homework   20% 

Quizzes   15% 

Grade Percentage 

A  93-100 
B  85-92 
C 75-84 
D 67-74 
F 0-66  
 

 

 

  



THE COURSE OF STUDY AND ITS POLICIES, PROJECTS, REHEARSALS AND PERFORMANCES 
 

Projects, rehearsals and performances are a crucial part of success in this course of study. In 

order for a student to grasp the full dynamic value of the content covered, assessments must take 

on various forms including traditional paper and pencil tests, but certainly not only limited to 

these types of traditional assessments.  

 

Assessments will also include performance tests, quizzes and rehearsal sessions in class and out 

of class. Critical reviews of other performances that students will need to venture out and see 
may also be included. Important dates for various assignments, rehearsals, performances and 

projects will be given throughout the semester. 

 

Please understand because of the performance part of these assignments/assessments, students 

will not be able to be “make up” these assignment/assessments for full credit in the same way as 

a paper and pencil test. An alternative assignment might be assigned to the student in place of the 

assessment for excused absences.  

 

Name of Student (Please PRINT):____________________________________  

 

Signature of Student:_________________________________________  Date:____________ 

 

Signature of Parent:__________________________________________  Date:____________ 

 
 

 


